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The unelected administrative state, i.e., the federal bureaucracies run by the separation of powers trampling executive
branch -- as often abetted by an unconstitutional, “legislating” judicial branch -- continues to take down the rule of
law, property right protections, and, more globally, Bill of Rights protections. Concerns that this lawless trend is
escalating are, in my opinion, well founded: http://dkanalytics.com/pdfreports/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/A-decade-later-June2015a.pdf)

After well-documented and multiple IRS abuses over many months (http://nypost.com/2015/07/07/the-irs-scandal-just-got-evenworse/, http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/08/04/federal-judge-threatens-to-hold-irs-commissioner-justice-attorneys-in-contemptover-lerner-emails/), the EPA, despite initial stonewalling by the mainstream media, has recently been in the headlines on

this front, and in a most environmentally disastrous way. Food for thought prior to the link to this tragedy: if the kind
of environmental catastrophe highlighted below had been triggered by BP, Exxon or Newmont, the “Justice”
Department would have sent lawyers and FBI agents on to the scene en masse looking for scalps. The specifics:
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2015/08/letter-to-editor-predicted-colorado-epa-spill-one-week-before-catastrophe-so-epa-could-securesuperfund-cash/

“Last Wednesday, a small EPA-supervised work crew inspecting the Gold King mine accidentally knocked a hole in
a waste pit, releasing at least three million gallons of acidic liquid laden with toxic heavy metals. (ABC)
This letter to editor, posted below, and written by Dave Taylor, from Farmington, New Mexico, was published in
The Silverton Standard and The Miner local newspaper, authored by a retired geologist, one week before EPA mine
spill. The letter detailed verbatim, how EPA officials would foul up the Animas River on purpose in order to secure
superfund money. If the Gold King mine was declared a superfund site it would essentially kill future
development for the mining industry in the area. The Obama EPA is vehemently opposed to mining and
development.
The EPA pushed for nearly 25 years, to apply its Superfund program to the Gold King mine. If a leak occurred the
EPA would then receive superfund status. That is exactly what happened.
The EPA today admitted they misjudged the pressure in the gold mine before the spill – just as this editorial
predicted.
The letter was included in their print edition on July 30, 2015. The spill occurred one week later (see EPA Plan is
really a superfund Blitzkrieg):”
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What to do? The only viable ASAP solution, in this author’s view: state-level nullification. The related link:
http://dkanalytics.com/dkblog/index.php/2015/07/30/dk-analytics-blog-4-state-level-nullification-of-unconstitutional-federal-edicts-only-asaprecourse/

Greetings,
Dan Kurz, blogger
dan_34135@yahoo.com
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